Instant Refreshment, Instant Revenue

The Café Express has been redesigned to hold more products—and drive more impulse buys. Its new shelving system presents an appealing display, helping generate additional sales, while ample space for refreshments (and ice!) means less time lost on trips back to the clubhouse to restock.

Large cooler with 256-can capacity

Configurable shelves and rear storage compartment

Large work surface and display space

Super efficient EFI engine

Standard Colors
- Dark Gray
- White
- Dark Green
- Bright Blue

Premium Colors
- Beige
- Classic Blue
- Titanium Silver
- Red
- Black
**EFI OVERHEAD CAM ENGINE**

At the heart of Carryall hums our new power plant, sporting a 14 horsepower rated engine. The overhead cam engine with electronic fuel injection (EFI) delivers a 30% power boost and still reduces fuel consumption by up to 50%.

**SAVE ON MORE THAN JUST FUEL COSTS.**

- Build quality, including case-hardened steel timing chain, lowers maintenance costs
- Runs cooler, quieter, with lower emissions
- Weathers all conditions; starts fast even on the coldest mornings
- Automatically adjusts for higher altitudes
- No carburetor or choke to master or maintain
- No oil filter to change; splash lubrication reduces maintenance
- Backed by the industry’s best warranty

**PORTABLE REFRESHMENT CENTER (PRC)**

Here’s another easy way to generate instant revenue: add the Portable Refreshment Center (PRC) to your Carryall 500. Simply drop it into the Carryall bed, fill it with drinks and snacks from the clubhouse, and bring refreshment directly to your guests.

**OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES**

More accessories available, ask your Club Car sales representative for details.